Unmasking a novel disease gene NEO1 associated with autism spectrum disorders by a hemizygous deletion on chromosome 15 and a functional polymorphism.
Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are neurodevelopmental disorders with a high degree of heritability, but the genetic basis is exceedingly heterogeneous. Microdeletions of chromosome 15q24 have been demonstrated to be recurrent genomic alterations in ASD patients. Of interest, neuronal migration genes are of particular relevance to the pathogenesis of ASD. NEO1 is located in 15q24 and encodes for neogenin, a membrane receptor involved in cortical interneuron migration and axon guidance. We postulated that the ASD patient has one copy of the NEO1 gene deleted and the other copy disrupted by intragenic mutation. We identify genetic changes in both alleles of NEO1 in two individuals from a cohort of 66 Han Chinese patients with ASD. In one patient, we detected a hemizygous 1.97-Mb deletion at 15q23q24.1 encompassing the NEO1 gene, a missense variant in NEO1, c.3388C>T (p.Arg1130Cys), and a duplication, c.2204-14_2204-2dup, in the acceptor splice site of intron 14 of NEO1. Furthermore, we identified a second patient was a compound heterozygote for NEO1. A novel missense variant in NEO1, c.302G>A (p.Arg101His), in addition to c.3388C>T and c.2204-14_2204-2dup was detected in the second patient. The c.3388C>T is a single nucleotide polymorphism with allele frequency of 0.045 in Han Chinese individuals. In silico and functional analyses indicated that p.Arg1130Cys, located at the nuclear localization signal (NLS) domain of neogenin led to defective nuclear translocation of neogenin. The hemizygous 15q deletion unmasks the recessive functional polymorphism in NEO1 which plays a pivotal role in cortical interneuron development. Our study provides the first evidence linking NEO1 with ASD in humans.